DELIVERING YOU
CUTTING EDGE “O” RING
TECHNOLOGY

An ordinary screw lacks adequate seal protection, allowing contaminates such as dirt
or water to infiltrate and destroy sensitive
devices. ZāGO has engineered a solution
to this problem with its exceptional line
of sealing screws, nuts and bolts. Each of
our fasteners is equipped with a unique,
malleable and strong captive “O” ring fitted
tightly and precisely in the groove under
the head of the screw acting as a total
deterrent against contamination from air,
water, gas and other materials. As a result,
your screws and bolts will perform like
never before, granting your most sensitive
equipment unbeatable protection with
360 degrees of sealant while achieving
metal-to-metal contact.

RELIABLE FOR
THE LONG HAUL

ZāGO’s machine screws are ready-to-use,
as they do not require any preparation or
clean-up. Our machine screws will continue to exceed your expectations for years
on end, as they are reusable and vibrationresistant. In the case of extreme vibration,
ZāGO offers self-locking strips, pellets and
patches which absorb vibration and protect the integrity of the screw. Build your
equipment with our screws, and enjoy
superb machine performance for decades.

UNIQUE SOLUTION
FOR EVERY CASE
ZāGO is one of the very few companies
that supplies both self-sealing and custom
specialty screws. Our technology is harnessed by leaders in a wide array of industries and military applications. Experts who
need extra durable, dependable fasteners
to securely fasten and seal at the same
time use ZāGO sealing products to build
medical equipment, electronic devices
and panels, marine hulls, valves, fuel tanks,
food processing equipment and much
more.

LOCKING ELEMENTS
Our extensive array of self-sealing screws is
ideal for machinery and equipment which
requires off-the-shelf screws with extraordinary durability and sealing power. When
you need foolproof metal-to-metal fastening while meeting your budget, ZāGO is
your one-stop supplier.

Whatever hazards you face, ZāGO has a
sealing solution. Torrential rains, oil intrusions, freezing temperatures or sandstorms–you name it. Our durable products were designed to withstand the most
rugged environments.

We also offer our customers specialty
screws without a sealing element. ZāGO
manufactures machine screws made-toprint as well as specific multi-part assemblies with the best lead time in the industry.

NO MORE
ZāGO Manufacturing Co. is pleased to
announce that we have gone solar at our
headquarters and manufacturing operations, based in Newark, New Jersey. This
investment in a 50-kilowatt solar system
increases our global competitiveness by
lowering our operational costs, allowing us
to continue manufacturing all our innovative sealing products in our Newark facility.

“Since we are here in Newark for the long
run, we are committed to investing in our
facility and decided to go solar,” explained
Gail Friedberg, Vice President of ZāGO. “We
are proud that our 20-year old company
was ‘Born in Newark’ since we started at
the NJIT Business Incubator back in 1993.
After graduating from the incubator, we
rented a facility in Newark before buying
this building ten years ago.”

When state and local leaders heard of
ZāGO’s investment in their facility, as well
as their twenty years of success, they organized a celebration at the Rutgers Business
School to honor ZāGO as a leader in the
business community. ZāGO was recognized as a success story for manufacturing
at this event with then Newark Mayor(now
Senator) Cory Booker praising their longevity and investment in their business
by saying, “This is a cavalcade of wins evidenced in one extraordinary company.”
ZāGO Manufacturing Co.
Ceo/President: Harvey Rottenstrich
Vice President: Gail Friedberg
Marketing Director: Jackie Luciano
Sales Manager: Alejandra Sanchez
Quality Control: Elizabeth Idrovo

BYRON PENAFIEL

Working for ZāGO for just under a year,
Byron Penafiel is emblamatic of a new
generation of highly skilled manufacturing employees. While working full time
as a machinist at ZāGO, Byron is pursuing a degree in electrical engineering (the
same degree held by Harvey Rottenstrich,
the President of Zāgo) at the New Jersey
Institute of Technology (NJIT). NJIT holds
a special place in ZāGO’s heart since it is
where we first started out in NJIT’s Economic Development Center (business
incubator) over twenty years ago.
Byron works here at ZāGO operating
manual and automatic machines modifying screws, setting up the manual
machines and learning to set up the automatic machines ZāGO has in its growing
machine shop. Byron is looking forward
to learning additional programming
skills making him an even more valuable
employee.
Although Byron is fairly new to ZāGO,
he tells us he feels right at home in the
productive, friendly atmosphere of ZāGO
Manufacturing: “my co-workers make the
environment here a pleasure to work in. I
never realized that you can have fun while
working so efficiently.” His co-workers
agree that Byron is a terrific colleague,
always coming to work with a sunny disposition and a serious work ethic.
In addition to working full time at ZāGO
and carrying a full course load at NJIT,
Byron enjoys watching and playing soccer
and volleyball and spending time in the
park with his Golden Retriever.

LEAKS!!

In cases of severe pressure, ZāGO’s selfsealing nuts and plugs offer the ultimate
sealing protection. ZāGO’s self-sealing
nuts can withstand extreme conditions
thanks to their unique design which features a rubber layer on the face of the nut.
Seal nuts include a built-in “O” ring which
has the power to seal in/out elements. Our
self-sealing nuts may be installed just like
any other nuts and plugs, but, in terms of
functionality, they are far from ordinary
pieces of hardware.

NEW ADDED BENEFIT
ZāGO’s hex sealing nuts now come with
nylon patch as an extra added value. In
many applications sealing and locking go
hand-in-hand; one does not replace the
other. When you need to seal in/out liquids or gasses and at the same time resist
vibration, your application would benefit
from ZāGO’s sealing and locking nuts.

THE IDEAL SCREW
FOR PRECISION SEALING

Socket cap sealing screws are becoming
more popular due to their space saving
design and superior strength. The 6 flat
surfaces within the recess allows for high
torquing without damaging the head and
have no side clearance restrictions making
them the ideal choice for assemblies with
close tolerances. Due to the increase in
demand, ZāGO is now offering socket cap
sealing screws with the best lead time in
the industry.

SWITCHES & CONTROL PANELS

NEED PROTECTION TOO!!

QUALITY
CONTROL

ZāGO’s line of switch boots stands up
to the most extreme environments protecting equipment from failure and/or
malfunction. The silicone boots can be
custom fitted for a variety of electronic
devices that are exposed to the elements.
Small and lightweight, they will operate
in temperature ranges from -93 degrees
to 400 degrees Fahrenheit. As a result of
our superior craftsmanship, our coverings, suited to transfer mechanical energy,
create absolute seals while providing full
flexibility. The boots conform to military
specifications and are DFARS and ROHS
compliant.

Our Crystal Seals, when mounted onto
your switches, create an airtight seal
around them, thus preventing substances
that may damage electronic devices from
leaking in. Our Crystal Switch Seals, due to
their unique consistency, feature excellent
flex resistance. Their crystal clear appearance allows you to instantaneously evaluate the state of your switches. Designed to
be both user friendly and to provide you
with a complete seal against contamination, precipitation, oxidation, radiation and
pressure, our Crystal Switch Seals are the
most sought-after seals on the market.
Leading military contractors, experts in the
aerospace industry, electronics and motor
vehicle manufactures, medical equipment
producers and marine product designers
choose ZāGO as their switch seal supplier.
Likewise, our products are used for chemical, pharmaceutical and food processing
equipment, construction devices, communications and telecommunications equipment, environmental protection for panelmounted switches, marine and boating
panels and in many more applications.

Elizabeth Idrovo has been a valued member of the ZāGO team for over 16 years as
our quality manager. Her experience and knowledge of our products has helped us
to provide our customers with the best quality products in the industry. Elizabeth’s
responsibilities include quality control of all our machine parts as well as inventory
control using our new barcoding inventory software which ZāGO implemented in 2013.
We can now accurately pin point down to the screw and bin how many and where our
inventory is located. Liz was able to adapt to this new software, which helps us to be
more efficient and ensures that our customers get the best lead time.
Liz is a great asset and we are proud to have her on the ZāGO Team!

We at ZāGO have built our reputation upon our insistence on only the highest standards
of quality. Our raw materials suppliers have the most exacting quality standards in the
industry. All material used in our manufacturing is thoroughly inspected as it enters
our plant and no product leaves our plant unless it strictly conforms to our high standards of quality and to the exact specifications of our customers. ZāGO also ensures
lot traceability and certification on all parts.
ZāGO maintains its administration systems in accordance with the standards and
guidelines of ISO 9001:2008. Accordingly, ZāGO has been accessed and approved by
QAS-International and is the holder of certificate No. A2704US.

Team ZāGO!

ZāGO manufactures its products in its state-of-the-art facility in Newark, New Jersey, using the best possible materials. Every step of
the design and manufacturing process is conducted by our local team, giving us the advantage in rapid production and coordination. We are proud to have such a dedicated and loyal team who come to work every day with a great attitude, ready to serve our
customers and manufacture the finest possible sealing products available.

Producing
Quality Sealing
Products
21 East Runyon Street
Newark, NJ 07114
Phone: 973 643 6700
Fax: 973 643 4433
Email: info@zago.com
www.zago.com

For Over 20 Years

